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Johnson Controls once again recognises
Westfalen Group as a top supplier

The Westfalen Group has recently been honoured as a top supplier by
Johnson Controls in Seville. The family-owned company from Münster
received the bronze "Supplier Execution Award". Westfalen has supplied
refrigerants and technical gases for the operation and service of
refrigeration systems to various Johnson Controls European locations for
almost two decades. The jury commended the Westfalen Group's good
performance in the categories of quality, delivery reliability and
sustainability. Westfalen was named a top supplier for sustainability by
Johnson Controls two years ago.

"It is an honour for us to be recognised once again by our long-standing
business partner," said a delighted Norbert Klostermann, Key Account
Manager International in the Gases Europe Division of the Westfalen
Group. "The award will spur us to maintain our performance standards in
customer service and sustainability."

With 2,000 locations in more than 150 countries, Johnson Controls is a
leading provider of equipment, control systems and services for heating,
ventilation, air conditioning, cooling and security systems. Johnson

Controls' products, services and solutions help more than a million
customers achieve greater energy efficiency and lower operating costs in
buildings.

The Westfalen Group is represented in Germany and six other European
countries with its Gases Europe Division. The Münster-based company
produces and sells around 300 gases and gas mixtures for almost all
applications in industry and trade, food production, laboratories and
medicine. Refrigerants and heat carriers for cooling and air-conditioning
technology round off the delivery range.

Caption (photo: Johnson Controls):
The Westfalen Group, represented by Norbert Klostermann, Key
Account Manager International from the Gases Europe Division (3rd
from the right) and Eberhard Stuber, Head of Sales South/East from the
Gases Europe Division (4th from the right), received the bronze
"Supplier Execution Award" at the Johnson Controls "Supplier
Recognition and Procurement Excellence Day" in Seville.

Westfalen Group
The Westfalen Group is a technology company in the energy sector with 23 subsidiaries and
associated companies in Germany, Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Switzerland
and the Czech Republic. This family company, which was founded in 1923, is headquartered in
Münster and has more than 20 production sites throughout Europe. Its business activities encompass
the gases, energy supply and service stations sectors. In the 2017 financial year, the Westfalen
Group and its approximately 1,700 employees generated turnover in excess of € 1.7 billion.
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